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I. Introduction 

The U.S. economy has changed in a number of ways over the last ten years. 

One of the important changes has been the extent to which certain kinds of 

ac:ivities have co~e to be circumscribec by federal regulations. These 

regulations extend from limitations on the discharge of air and water pollut

acts and permissible concentrations of harmful substances in workplaces to 

requirements governing the hiring and firing of employees. In both breadth 

anc intensity, :ederal regulation has become ~ore pronounced. 

But how much more pronoun·ced? This is a difficult question to answer 

oecause we of:en do not ~~ow how ~uch regulation costs a=fec:ed indivicuals, 

fir:ns and governmental units. These costs of regulation are one -- but 

certainly not the only -- important measure of the s~ope and impact oi regu

lation on the economy. One reason we lack such a measure of :he cost of fed

eral regulation is tha: the expenditures necessitated by regulation cio not pass 

through the feaeral budget. That is, EPA does not install flue-gas scrubbers 

on electric power plants or build cooling towers at these facilities to ease 

thermal water pollution. Rather, they require these expenditures cf private 

fi==ns and :here is very little ;ace-:oc: accounting of the expenditures macie by 

regulatees, either ?ublic or private. 

~h~s ?aper is conce!"!lec ~ith the estimation of the ccsts incurred by :he 

~rivate sector in complying with federal environmental regulat~on. Its 



purpose is not to develop new estimates of these costs or to critique in 

great detail existing methodologies. Rather, our primary purpose is to 

discuss briefly the pros and cons of existing approaches to compliance cost 

estimation, outline several new and more comprehensive methodologies, and 

discuss the problems that would be encountered in trying to ?ut these 

approaches into practice. 

In the following section we indicate several reasons why compliance cost 

in:ormation is important, and draw several semantic distinctions it is i~por

tant to bear in mind when thinking about such costs. Following that, we dis

cuss a number of ongoing attempts to estimate the expenditures in ?revious 

years on environmental regulation; we also discuss several new ways in which 

inferences can be drawn about prior pollution control spending. Next, we 

take up :he ex ante estimation of industrial compliance costs. That is, we 

look at ways in which prospective rather than existing regulations can be 

expected to af:ect the private sector. In this section we discuss the cur

rent method of forecasting · compliance costs (which we refer to as the "input 

cost accounting approach"), as well as several more sophisticated methodologies 

to determine these costs. A :inal section touches on :he practical prospects 

for improving compliance cost estimation in the ways we have suggested. 

II. Why Estimate Compliance Costs? 

Given the difficulties in identifying and quantifying them, one might be 

permitted to question the need for more accurate estimates of environmental 

compliance costs. There are three reasons these costs are important to know. 

:irst, and most simply, cost-benefit analyses of federal regulatory programs 

are impossible without accurate estimates of environmental compliance costs. 



These cost-benefit analyses are in turn important because, when properly done, 

they can assist in identifying areas where additiona: regulation may do more 

harm than good, and areas where additional regulation will improve the 

allocation of resources resulting :rom the unaided private market. Ef:iciency 

in the allocation of resources is not the only economic goal of government, 

of course. Economic policy is designed to address both macroeconomic stability 

as well as the distribution of income. ~evertheless, efficiency in resource 

allocation is one very important goal, arguably the principal reason for the 

creation of :ederal regulatory agencies. 

Accurate compliance cost estimates can do more than contribute to sound 

benefit-cost analysis, however. They can also be used to make inferences 

about the macroeconomic consequences associated with environmental regulation. 1 

That is, compliance cost estimates can be used in a number of ways to help 

determine the effects of regulation on the price level, the unem~loyment rate, 

the rate of economic gro~th, the balance of trade, the levels of investment and 

productivity, and other indicators of aggregate economic activity. Thus, 

compliance cost estimates are essential to understanding both the allocative 

as well as the cyclical or counter- cyclical effects of environmental regulation. 

Finally, accurate estimates of environmental compliance costs are essentia: 

if the costs imposed by regulatory agencies are ever to be subject to the 

same kinds of controls imposed on the direct spending of the various departments 

of the federal (and other levels of) governmetit. To elaborate, some students 

of regulation have proposed that EPA and other regulatory agencies be subjected 

to a "regulatory budget" that would limit the annual total expenditures each 

could require public and private regulatees to make (in much the same way each 



of these agencies is currently limited in what it can spend for salaries, rent, 

2 
t~avel, consultants, etc. ) . Since no such li!nit now exists, some crit:cs of 

regulation argue, agencies have no incentive to limit their regulatory appetites 

and establish priorities aoong and within programs ~ in short, have no incen

tive to think about new regulations in a ~ay that is useful to society. 

But if such a regulatory budget were ever to be considered seriously, one 

thing is clear: it would :ail if there were no way to assess with some confi

dence the costs that regulated parties were forced to bear as a result of 

agencies' regulations. For it is only by adding up these costs that one cou:d 

determine whether or not an agency had exceeded its regulatory budget for the 

year. Unlike the direct expenditure budget, there are no cancelled checks 

that can be tallied at the end of the year to check on total, on-budget spending. 

Absent an accounting system maintained by the regulatory agencies, an oversight 

body, and / or regulatees themselves, such an accounting would be impossible and 

the regulatory budget virtually unenforceable. 

Thus, for a number of reasons it is important to have accurate information 

about the costs of complying with environmental regulation. Not only is such 

information essential to the analysis of the allocative, distributive, and 

macroeconomic effects of regulation; it is also a precondition for any type of 

new mechanism to control the costs that regulatory agencies impose on private 

and public parties. 

Before turning to ways these costs have been examined in the past, it is 

useful to discuss briefly the kinds of compliance costs ref erred to throughout 

h
. 3t is paper. The concept of costs appropriate to a benefit-cost analysis of 

environmental regulations is of course social opportunity cost. That is, all 

j 



the productive opportunities that are :oregone throughout the economy as a 

resul: of a regulation (not just those foregone by the regulatee) must be 

included as costs 0£ the regulation. !hese ~ill generally be greater than, 

but may sometimes be less than, the expenditures made by firms in response 
I . ..to regu1ation. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this paper the terms 

"pollution control expenditures," "pollution control costs," and "compliance 

costs" wil2. be used more or less inter changeably . 

we also distinguish in this paper bet:"Ween direct and indirect costs. By 

the former we mean those associated wi:h regulation that would show up in an 

accounting statement purchases .of capital equipment, expenditures for the 

materials and energy to run the equipment, labor to operate and mai~tain it, 

and resources devoted to the recordkeeping and other administrative require

~ents arising from regulation. Indirect costs are also very important conse

quences of environmental and other regulation, but generally do not show up 

in the same way as direct costs. They include the diminished productivity that 

T~~ result when regulations are imposed on private firms, the reduction in 

innovative activity perhaps induced by regulation, the losses that result when 

:-egulation induces "upstream" or "downstream" changes in factor mixes that 

inhibit production, and so on. 

All these kinds of effects will not appear on a balance sheet across from 

an entry indicating a regulatory requirement. Nonetheless, they are very 

important, so important, in fact, that one of us has argued that econometric 

simulations of the effect of regulation on the economy cannot be taken too 

5
seriously for the very reason that they exclude these indirect costs . It is 

because of the importance of these costs that we suggest in a later sec:ion 

the use of more ~omplicated models to determine compliance costs than have been 

used in the past. 
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::r. Ex Post ~stimates of Environmental Compliance Costs 

The most important use of compliance cost estimates is probably to 

determine, ir. ~a~ance o~ ~eg'~:.C:~ior., what would be the allocative and macro

economic effects of the proposed rule. ~evertheless, we begin with a discus

sion of ex post estimates of the costs of complying with existing rules and 

regulations. There are a number of ways of determining past compliance costs; 

the problems encountered in these approaches foreshadow the difficulties 

t~at will arise in estimating the expected costs of proposed rules. Most of 

the ex post estimates are made using surveys of a=fected firms. 

I TI_ 1 survey E . or ~ - d' 6 . . stimates Lxpen itures 

Considering their importance, there are surprisingly :ew comprehensive 

estimates available of past expenditures for pollution control. Sometimes 

the information t~at is available is conflicting or disparate . !or example, 

both the Bureau of Economic Analysis (EEA) and the Bureau of the Census (BOC ) 

within the Department of Commerce conduct annual surveys to deter.nine expen

ditures on pollution control. Similarly, McGraw- Hill Incorporated also 

surveys businesses annually to determine pollution abatement expenditures. 

Table l compares estimates ==om these :hree sources of actual capital invest

ment in pollution abatement control for 1978, and estimates from McGraw-Hill 

and BEA of planned capital expenditures for 1980. 

As columns 1, 2, and 3 of the table indicate, there are considerable 

differences between estimates, even with respect to actual or historical 

capital expenditures. For example , McGraw- Hill's estimate of pollution 

control investment in the machinery industry in 1978 is three times that 

of the Census Bureau, and ruore than twice that of BEA. On the other hand, 



:able l. ~sti:nated Capi:al ~encii~~=es for ?ol:ution Control 
(mi.::ions of dol:ars) 

1978 ACTIJAL ::..980 ?LANNO 

( l) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) 

I:ldust:-y ~cG-Rilla Censusc ~cc-~; i ;d
.:J. ··--

:ron and Steel $425 S441 t $793 s:o69 S638 
Noni errous metals 293 247 285 285 
Other pri:nary metals 54 8i 
Electric machinery 134 130 i5 238 126 
~chinery 243 111 82 196 97 
Autos, trucks, 
..\erespace 

parts 193 
45 

198 
23 

[ ;_40 162 
30 

311 
34 

Fabricated metals :.Ji 189 
::istruments 58 146 
Stone 
01::-ier du:-ables 

207 
190 

164 
181 

:27 
186 

125 ,, ' __o 
176 
199 

:'otal ciurables 1935 1561 1402 2559 l "956 .___ 

~';'6C:-:emicals 547 565 842 762 
?a?er /P~lp 2i4 239 342 473 300 

58 201 58Ruober 100 28 

?etroleum 834 1294 420 1525 1536 
:'cod/Beverage . 309 172 185 18:.. 150 
:extiles 81 29 60 liO 36 

? _,Other nondurables 67 32 37 97 

Total nondurables 22::..2 2389 19:~ 3450 2583 

Total ~anufacturing 3950 3316 6009 

1 -,, ....109 _
:-1ining 511 206 
Railroads 54 36 53 32 

1 ~ 1397Airlines 20 -~ 
2791 2472 3615 2558 

61 4~Gas utilities 60 35 
Commercial 512 

[ 243[423 (220 93Commercial & Other Trans. 
3161. 3859 29i4 4539 

ALL 3USI)TESS 8006 -6924 ::..o. 548 ';'699 

al2:~ Annual ~cGraw-Hil: Su:-vey of ?oll~tion Coritrol :..~?endi:ures, ~y 14, ::..Si9. 

:,Gary Rutledge and Betsy O' Connor, 11 Capita.l ::xpenciitures by Business :or 
?ollut:i.cn Abatemen:, :!.978, :979, and ?lanned 1..980," SL:.r1ev ')f C:!r:-ent 3us:..:i.ess, 
:une 1980. 

c?ollution Abatement Cos1:s and ~~?enditures, l9i3, ~.S. oureau of tie Census, 
~-200C'8)-2, U.S. G.P.O., ;.;ashington, D.C . , 1980. 

cil3th Annual XcGraw-nill Survey. 
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the Census esti.::nate :or ijvest:nent in ?Ollution control by the chemical 

i.idustry is about 50 percent greater than the estimates of either McGraw-

Rill or BE.A. BE.A's estimate for petroleum refining is more than three times 

that of the Census Bureau, and is 50 percent higher than ~cGraw-Hill's reported 

total. Other differences in both individual industry and total estimates are 

clear. 

Given the discrepancies among estimates of historical expenditures for 

pcllution abatement capital, one might expect even more divergent estimates 

of planned future expenditures. Columns 4 and 5 of Table l confirt:l ~his 

suspicion. According to McGraw-Hill, total planned capital expenditures for 

pollution abatement :or all business ij 1980 were $10.5 billion. This was 

37 percent more than BEA projected based on its survey of manufacturing and 

nonmanufacturing firms. For the electric utility industry alone, the McGraw

Hill and BEA estimates of 1980 investment in pollution control differeci by 

nearly a billion dollars. 

There are two major reasons why these three sets of estimates diverge so. 

First, the Census Bureau surveys establishments or plants, while the BEA 

survey goes to firms. Hence, if a multidivision firm has operations in several 

di:ferent industries, avv of its pollution control expenditures across all 

operations are attributed by BEA to its primary product. Thus, expenditures 

for ?Ollution control in C.S. steel's paintmaking operations are recorded 

under "steel works" in the BEA survey. This accounts for some of the dif

ference berveen BEA and Census. Second, the sample sizes used by BEA, Census, 

and ~cGraw-Hill differ. The Census Bureau surveys 20,000 p~ants to esti:nate 

poll~tion control i~ves~ment in the manufacturing sector. The Bureau of 

Economic Analysis surveys about 15,000 :irms to prepare its estimate. ~cGraw

Hill, like BEA, bases its estimates on a sample of firms, yet they sample 



or.:y 3~6 -- :ess than 3 percent of BEA's samn. le size. He 11 · nee, ~- tnree 

sources are trying to estimate national totals based on different samole sizes. , 

composition, and definitions. 

Several factors point toward possible upward bias of all three sets of 

est~mates. Alt~ough the response rates for the ~cGraw-Hill and Census 

surveys are unkn~, it is about 60 percent for BEA, of which at least some 

=esponses no doubt prove unusable. It is not unreasonable to expect that 

the f irm.s that do respond to the survey are those that are spending con

siderable amounts on pollution abatement. If their experience is generalized 

to all firms in an industry, the resulting estimates will be high. This will 

be particularly true i~ industries with both large firms and small firms. 

Since many regulations exempt firms below a certain size, the effect of environ

mental rules on all small f i:ins taken could be negligible. Yet, if a number 

of small :irms are treated as one big firm, estimates of their expenditures 

may be la=ge. 

Second, some respondents can be expected to have difficulty determining 

which portion of capital and operating expenditures is due to pollution abate

ment and which portion is made to improve normal operations and increase 

profitability . This joint cost problem is especially difficult when new 

:acilities are constructed or existing ones are modified. The temptation in 

such cases is to err in the direction of large ?Ollution control expenditures, 

creating a possible further upward bias to the estimates. Finally, although 

there is little evidence to support such a supposition, some firms may delib

erately report erroneously high numbers in an attempt to cast regulation in 

a bad light. 

There is another problem with the BEA, Census Bureau and McGraw-Hill 

estimates. Not only are they of questionable value in es~imating what they 
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attempt to esti:late, that which they do es:imate :nay not be what we are after. 

This is because the totals reported in the three surveys discussed above 

encompass pollution control spending that arises not only as a result of 

federal environmental regulation, but also spending necessitated by state and 

local controls, and spending voluntarily undertaken (as for good will). In 

ter.ns of the distinction drawn by the Council on Environ.mental Quality, the 

surveys discussed above report total pollution control spending but do not 

separate out ~r-~remer.~a: spending (due to federal regulation) . This extends 

not only to estimates of annual capital expenditures but also to estimates of 

annual operating costs. 

The Census Bureau does try to eliminate one type of ?ol:ution control 

spending from their totals -- that which results in the profitable recovery 

of by-products. Their survey, reproduced as Appendix A in this report, makes 

allowance for and deducts this offsetting revenue (see Item S in the survey and 

its explanation in the "specific instruction"). Nevertheless, even the Census 

Bureau survey lumps together pollution control expenditures made in response to 

local, state or federal regulations and those expenditures made for good will. 

Thus, neither i: nor the BEA or McGraw-Hill surveys are ?articularly useful 

in identifying pollution control costs that arise exclusively as a result of 

federal environmental regulation. 

Even if the three surveys did ~solate expenditures ~ade in response to 

federal regulation, they would not be ideal for the tasks at hand. This is 

because the su:-veys lump together a:l air pollution spending, all water pollution 

spending, and all spending on solid waste. That is, there is no way to differ

e~tiate the ef!ec: of air pollution controls in State Implementation Plans (SI?s), 



for example, from those arising :rom new source performance standards, or from 

controls to prevent emissions i~to the acnosphere of hazardous air pol:utants. 

A:though survey estimates of aggregate spending necessitated by federal regula

t~on would facilitate macroeconomic analyses, they would still not be useful 

in evaluating the allocative effects of specific regulations. For this, 

estimates would be needed on a regulation by regulation basis. It is unlikely 

that large scale surveys of the sort discussed here will ever provide such 

detailed information. 

Even when :ir.ns have been surveyed ~n considerably more detail, this 

latter problem has remained. The analysis performed by Arthur Andersen and 

7Company for the Business Roundtable (AA/BR) is a case in point. rnis study 

was billed as the most comprehensive analysis to date of the econotn.ic effects 

of :ederal regulation on 48 major U.S. corporations. It included not only 

environmental regulation, but also occupational s afety and health controls, 

af:innative action requirements, energy regulations, :ederal pension and 

retirement restrictions, and consumer protection requirements mandated by the 

Federal Trade Commission. 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the AA/BR study is the methodology 

it employed. A conscious ef:ort ~as made to isolate for the year i~ question, 

1977, these expenditures t hat arose so~e!y as a result of federal regulation. 

According to AA/ BR, for example, the study excluded air and water pollution 

control expenditures that the reporting fi-:i!l.S woulci have made even had these 

expenditures not been required by regulation. This should make their es~imates 

very conservative . For i nstance, suppose no law prohibited the discharge of 

substance X into t he air . A la~ is then passed which prohibits this discharge. 

http:econotn.ic


One woulc assume t~at any cos ts associated ~i :h the control of X woulci be 

counted as incremental control costs . Not so in the -~ /BR study. !£ a fi::-:n 

was controlling subs t ance X to some degree prior to regulation, those costs 

are netted out of :otal contr ol costs in calculating the increment al cost of 

complying with the regulation. (Figure l illus tra t es the AA/ 3R methodology) . 

There are several observations to be made about the AA/BR approach. First, 

it does improve i~ a couple of ways on the survey approach taken by BEA and the 

Census Bureau. Not only are incremental costs distinguished from other pollu

tion control expendi:ures; also, it is somewhat easier to link incremental 

costs to speci:ic regulatory requirements. For instance, the report targets 

?art~culate ra~oval under State Implementation Plans as being expensive 

(especially in relation to the amount removed ) . I t also identifies the 

national ambient air quality standard for o zone as being expensive for the 

8:in:is surveyed to comply with . 

Second, the AA/ BR study is bedeviled by a problem that always crops up in 

a:tempts to ~solate regulation- induced spending from that which would take 

place an}"-1ay. This problem arises because it is always difficul t if not 

impossible to determine what a firm would have spent in the absence of a 

part~cular regulation. Since this varies from firm to firm -- some would 

voluntarily remove much more pollution than others , for i ns tance -- it is 

very difficult to extrapolate from a small sample of firms ( 48 in the AA/ BR 

study ) to the economy as a whole. For this reason and several others, no 

economy-wide estimates of regulatory burdens in 1917 were hazarded by AA/ 3R. 

While understandable, this failure to generalize the findings from the 

48 firms involved to the whole economy limits the usefulness of the AA / BR 



study. It makes it impossible, for example, :o compare the SEA, Census Bureau, 

and McGraw-Hil! estimates of new invesonent in pollution control with the 

figures in the AA/ BR study . This is unfortunate because of the careful and 

conscious focus in the latter on incremental effects. This in turn makes 

it cifficult :o use the AA/ 3R study as a basis for any analysis of the 

macroeconomic effects of regulation on the economy. 

What can we conclude about the use of surveys to make inferences about 

pollution control expenditures? Two observations seem warranted. First, 

while they provide some useful information, the BEA, Census, and ~1cGraw-Hill 

surveys will not be useful ei:her f cr micro- or macroeconomic analyses until 

they disti~guish between expenditures ~ecessitated by federal regulation and 

those arising for other reasons. Second, since all the surveys are based on 

~~trapolations from a sample of firms or establishments to the industry as a 

whole, it is important to treat the overall estimates cautiously. In fact, 

:he problems of ex:=apolation were so great \.Tith the AA/ BR study that no 

attempt was made :o generalize the findings from the 48 firms involvec to 

the economy as a whole. Some of the same problems exist with the other three 

surveys, of course. Finally, we should remember that even perfect surveys 

will only give us information about past expenditures for environmental 

quality management. rseful as this information oay be, it does not help in 

ex ante analyses of regulatory impacts. 

III.2. Other Checks on Pollution Control Spending 

One disadvantage to all survey approaches is that they rely on firms for 

accurate information on pollution control spending. When £ir:ns misunders:and 

survey instruments, when samples are unrepresentative of :he entire population, 



or when f ir:us strategica:ly nis-state true spenciing, economy-wide estimates 

of pollution control spending based on su!'Veys may be misleading. In this 

section we discuss briefly l:\olo means which might be used to check on the 

accu=acy of firms' reported estimates of pollution control spending. 

As a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Co_ntrol Act of 1968, the use 

of tax-exempt industrial deve lopment bonds (IDBs) was sharply curtailed. One 

use of these bonds :or which their tax- exempt status could be retai~ed was 

for invescnent in pollution control equipment. These IDBs are issued by 

quasi- public agencies and the proceeds of the bond sale are used by private 

9firms to install enci- of-pi?e pollution control equipment. The firm repays 

the bond holders in much the same way it would if it floated the bonds 

privately. Since fairly good statistics are kept on the size and composition 

of the market for tax-exempt pollution control bonds, it is possible to 

compare survey esti1nates of pollution control spending with actual data on the 

use of tax-free bonds. Tables 2- 4 below compare estimates based on the BEA 

survey of capital investment for pollution control from 1975-1980 with data 

on ~he actual use of IDBs on both an aggregate and industry basis. 

Several interesting observations can be drawn from the tables. First, 

even after eliminating investment in process change -- which does not qualify 

for tax-exempt financing IDBs have only been used for 43 percent of all 

BEA-estimated invest:Dent in end- of- pipe pollution control since 1975 . In 1980, 

ocly 39 percent of end-of-pipe investment i~ pollution control was financed 

with tax- exempt IDBs. In addition, according to BEA surveys, although new 

investment in enci-of- pipe control equipment rose every year but one :rom 

1975- 1980, the volume in the tax- exempt market has fallen in :our of those 

years, the last three consecutively. Although the total number of issues has 
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Table ~. :ota: Cse o: IDBs and ?ercent Distri~ution o: Cse by Industry -:-pe 
( 197 5- 1980) 

Total IDBs Percent 
Used !)is tribution 

( S million) ( %) 

Electric Utilities s 8,140 54 . 7% 

Petroleum 882 5.9 

~e:al Processor 2,334 15 . 7 

Chemicals 1 , 212 8 . 1 

Paper 928 6.2 

A.:.l other 1,398 9.4 

TOTAL $14,894 100.0% 

risen slightly for the last cwo years it is still below its level in 1975, and 

considerably below 1977 when 221 new tax exemp t issues were brought to the 

Equally interesting are :he figures on individual indust:-y use of IDBs. 

As Table 3 shows, certain industries rely to a much greater extent than others 

on tax- exempt financing. For instance, during 1975- 1980, the electric utility 

industry financed with IDBs nearly 72 percent of the investment BE.A estimated 

it made in end-of-pipe plant and equipment. By contrast, the petroleum refining 

industry used IDBs to finance but 14 percent of its pollution control invest:ment. 

:he average for the other industries for which data is available is about 

45 percent. In addition, Table ~ indicates that the electric utility industry 

accounted for more than half, 55 percent, of all IDBs issued between 1975- 1980. 

This is in spite of the fact that it accounted for less than a third cf all 

investment in end- of - pipe pollution control during this same period according 

to BEA. 



In 1980, the average :JB carried a net interest cost of about 9.5 percent. 

By contrast, the average yield on long-:er~ corporate bonds issued in 1980 

was 13.5 percent. On an average-sized issue of $15 million, this means 

interest costs are lower by about $0.6 mi:lion per year on the tax e.xempt bonds. 

In view of the signi!icantly lower interest firms have to pay on tax-exempt 

bonds, why is it that less than half of all estimated investment in end-of-pipe 

pollution control in 1980 was financed by IDBs? Could this be a sign :hat 

:irms exaggerate when responding to the BEA capital e.."'Qenditure survey? Do 

:he IDB !igures give a more accurate picture of invesonent in pollution control? 

In spite of the temptation to craw such a conclusion, :here are several reasons 

to believe that tax-exempt bonds would never be used to finance a~l end-of-pipe 

investments in pollution control. 

First, the tax code restricts the use of IDBs to air a.~d water pollu:ion 

control -- they cannot be used to finance invesc:nents :hat will reduce the 

generation of solid waste. Thus, :ram :ine 5 in Table 2 would have to be 

subtracted solid waste expenditures before one could get an accurate picture 

of actual IDB use relative to maximum possible use. :'he solid waste expenci

tures to be deducted, however, are small in comparison to end-of-pipe capital 

spending for air and water pollution control -- in 1980 they amounted to S566 

million, or about 9 percent of end -of-pipe spending. Thus, one must look 

elsewhere to explain the large amount of capital spending on pollution control 

that does not make use of :he tax-exemption for IDBs. 

Of course, firms may elect to finance capital expenditures (!or pollution 

control or otherwise) in many di!ferent ways. For instance, one reason why 

the petroleum industry may have relied •Jery little on :ax-execpt :ionds to 



finance pollution control (only 1~ percent between 1975-80) may have been 

their :avorable profit picture over this ?eriod, ?articu:arly during 19il-1980 

when they financed only about 7 percent of pollution control invest~ents with 

tax-exempt bonds. This may also explain the relatively intensive resort to 

the IDB market by electric utilities, since they have not done well as a 

whole over the last five years. 

Finally, there are other impediments to the use of tax-exempt bonds that 

liwit their use. In some cases, it may simply be that a pollution control 

invest~ent is too small for a firm to go to the trouble and expense of securing 

an underv.-rriter :or the bonds, helping the authorized pollution control 

financing agency to put together the package and marketing the bonds. Rather, 

it may find it e.xpedient to install the equipment and skip the favorable tax 

advantage. 

In other cases additional limitations on the use of IDBs may reduce their 

use. For instance, the Internal Revenue Se?Vice :orces fir.xis to deduct frore 

the amount of the investment to be financed the value of any materials that 

may be recovered in the waste stream, but IRS does not allow the costs of this 

recovery to be subtracted :rom this value. :bus, if sulfur 'Vti.ll be recovered 

when a scrubber is installed, the market value of the sulfur must be deducted 

from the capital cost of the scrubber even though it may not be economic to 

recover the sulfur from the scrubber sludge. Similarly, IRS requires firms to 

deduct from the amount of investment to be financed the interest earned on the 

capital w~ich is saved when ~ends rather than retained earnings are used to 

finance pollution control. In other words, if the assumed rate oi interest 

is :2 percent, IRS automat~cally reduces tne amount t~at can be fi~anced via 



:DBs ~y 12 percent. :bis prov!.sion also has an obvious effect on t~e volume 

oi tax-exempt financing and drives a wedge between i~vesements that would 

~;;e~ to qualify and those which are actually ~ade using IDBs. 

All this is not to deny the possibility that firms knowingly or unknowingly 

exaggerate investnent in ?ollution control when they respond to the BEA, Census 

Bureau, McGraw-Hill or other surveys. They may, and this would explain some 

of the di:ference ~e~een the BEA estimates and the volume observed in the 

market :or tax-exempt IDBs. Nevertheless, as we have pointed out there are 

other important reasons ~hy we would never expect all investment in pollution 

control equipment, or even all qualifying investment, to be financed using 

tax-exempt IDBs. 

The preceding discussion raises an interesting issue. If firms currently 

have little or no incentive to accurately reveal pollution control expenditures, 

might they be given one? In other words, could a mechanism be devised that 

would at least bound the apparent incentive of firms to exaggerate pollut~on 

10
control spending? The final "check" dn estimates of pollution expenditures 

we discuss goes to this point. 

To understand this approach it is important to note the potentially 

conflicting motives which a firm may face. On the one hand it may wish to 

exaggerate the current and future costs it will incur to comply with environ

mental regulations. By doing so, the :inn may give impetus to efforts to 

11 reform" regulation so as to diminish its burden on the public and private 

sector. At the same time, this firm may have an ~ncentive to understate to a 

different group - - its stockholders the compliance costs ~t will :ace in 

the future. If future compliance costs were thought to be large, after all, 

the firm would not be as good an investment as it would be if these future 

burdens were small. 



!n :ac:, upcoming liab~:ities that may reasonably be expected to resu:t 

from environmental and other regulations must be identified in the lOK report 

that each :inn must file with the Securities and Exchange Commission each year. 

Several prominent firms have been penalized by the SEC for :ailing to report 

11
accurately these liabilities . It is reasonable to inquire, then, whether 

these lOK reports might provide useful information on pollution control 

spending. The answer would appear to be that while such reports may be of 

some use in determining future (or ex ante) compliance costs, they will 

probably be of little use in deter.nining past spending. It is not their 

purpose to present information on prior environmental e..xpenditures -- this 

information will be available :rem the fi:-m in other :orms. Anc the firm 

would appear to have the same incentive to exaggerate prior environmental 

spending in reporting to stockholders as it has when responding to surveys. 

The SEC reporting requirement might be used i~ an attempt to create 

"incentive compatibility" in estimating future costs, however. Suppose a fir:n 

were required to report on its lOK filing to the SEC the same estimates of 

future environmental compliance costs it provides to EPA during the period a 

proposed regulation is being considered. This might temper somewhat a firm's 

inclination to exaggerate those expected compliance costs. :he larger the 

estimate they made, the less good the firm would look to current and potential 

~ . 12 
stockholders. While such a consistency requirement h as problems or ~ts own, 

it migh: help to reduce any exaggeration that currently takes place in respond

ing to surveys on environmental control expenditures . As suggested above, 

however, such an approach is more relevant to the ex ante estimation of coc:rol 

costs than it is to estimates of spending in previous years. It is to these 

methods of ~ ante cost est:.mation that we now turn. 



IV. Ex A..~te Estimates of Com?liance Costs 

As we indicated above, it is just as impor~ant to have accurate 

estimates of the expected costs of proposec regulations as it is to k:low 

hov; much is being spent as a result of existing rules. In this section we 

turn our attention to methods of ex a..~te estimation of environmental compli

ance costs. Here we try to do more than discuss the current methods of ex 

ante estimation, the most important of which we refer to as the "input cost 

accounting approach." We also discuss in some detail the way that two addi

tional methodologies could be applied fruitfully to the estimation of expected 

compliance costs. The first methodology involves the use of what are referred 

to as engineering process models; the second makes use of neoclassical econo

13metric models of the production process. 

IV.l. :he I~put Cost Accounting Approach 

One way to determine the expected costs of proposed regulation is to ask 

the =irt:ls , individuals, and governmental units likely to be affected bv i: . 

Alternatively, one could rely upon the regulatory agency (EPA in the case of 

environmental regulation) or its contractors to provide such estimates. Si~ce 

both regulators and regulatees generally use the same approach to estimate 

costs (.although often with cifferent assumptions ) , it is C.iscussed in some 

detail here. 

As its name implies, the "input cost accounting approach" (or !CA.A) con

sists of eYo steps. First the estimator determines what additional inputs 

wil: be required by the regulation under consideration. Typically :hose wi:: 

include capital (as in a flue gas scrubber or electrostatic precipitator) , 

labor ( to conduct tests of new chemicals, for instance ), natural resources 

• 




( :imestone to inject into f~ue gases in a scrubber ) , and energy (which is 

required to operate all capital intensive pollution control equipment). 

Al:ernatively, if a regulation required a source to burn low - rather than 

high - sul!ur coal, the additional cost of the cleaner coal would oe entered 

as a cost of the regulation . The second stage involves the attribution of 

costs to these added input requirements, both now and in the future, since at 

least one concern is with the present discounted value of all fut~re incremental 

costs attributable to the regulation in question. 

~ot only must these costs be projected for all existing sources under 

the ICAA, also a projection must be made about new sources that eventually wil: 

be subject to regulation. In the case of chemical regulation, of course, some 

estimate ~ust be made of the number of new chemicals that will be introduced 

and hence subjected to pre-manufacturing noti!ication and testing. The number 

of chemicals making it through theprocess times the cost per chemical would 

provide an esti~ate of the increased direct input costs arising from certain 

chemical regulations. 

In some cases :ypically in EPA cost estimates -- a "~odel plant" approach 

is followed. That is, rather than attempt to estimate what will be required in 

the way of additional inputs at each eX:.sting facility by some proposed 

regulation, one or more model plants are selected which are taken to be 

representative of other plants in an industry . The ICAA is then used to 

determine compliance costs at this plant(s), and this cost is then multiplied 

by :he number of average or mode: plants in :he industry to arrive a: total 

incremental cost . While this saves time and money during the cos: estimation 

stage, it can easily create other problems. 



The most obvious of these problems coIDes in deterIDining what is a model 

?lant. T~is choice has in the past led to bot~ under- anc overesti~ation 

of actual compliance costs. In some cases, the model plant has been taken 

to be one of the most moder:i and advanced in the industry. It is occasionally 

the case, in fact, that this plant will have already installed some ?Ollution 

control equipment prior to regulation. This means that additional input 

require::ients at this facility may be small; however, to generalize these 

small additional incremental costs to other plants in the industry where "pro 

~ono" or anticipatory pollution control has not taken place can lead to sub

stantial underestimates of actual compliance costs. 

On the other hand, the model plant variant of the IC.AA can lead to over

estimates of compliance costs as well. This can result f=om the same circum

stances described above. For in that case, the pollution control equipment 

installed prior to the regulation should ~o~ be counted among the i~cremental 

costs attributable to regulation. Only the additional costs, if any, of 

meeting the regulation are relevant here. Yet in the case of certai:1 

industry responses to t~e BPT ef:luent guideli~es EPA apparently included in 

their cost estimates even the equipment that had been installed prior to 

the regulations. ~hat clearly leads to an overestimate of true environmental 

compliance costs. 

There are other problems with the IC.AA as well. Even though an attempt 

is of ten made to =oresee new technologica: advances in pollution contra:, t~is 

:oresight can never be perfect. Hence, when a new innovation makes pollution 

control less e.x;>ensive, actual compliance costs will fall relative to the 

original estimates. For example, some now believe that fluidized-bed combus

tion now has or soon will have the ability to lower considerably the costs of 



sulfur removal from coal- fired industrial and utility boilers. If so, the 

estimates of the costs of meeting the perf or.:nance standards for new sources 

which EPA estab:ished in 1979 may be exaggeratec. 

In addition to technological innovation, compliance cost estimates may 

exceed actual costs because of what one of us has elsewhere called regulatory 

14innovation. These regulatory innovations are best exemplified by EPA's 

so- called "bubble" and "offset" policies under which one source of pollution 

in a plant or area can increase its pollution provided that another source 

makes an equivalent er greater reduction in its discharges of that same 

pollutant. Such regulatory innovations are significant because they enable 

polluters to meet given discharge goals in the least expensive way possible. 

This means that compliance cost estimates based on clean- up at all sources 

will exaggerate true costs so long as sources can "buy up" equivalent reduc

tions elsewhere at less expense. Thus, these kinds of flexibility- enhancing 

ref or~s will reduce compliance cost estimates based on the ICAA . 

A :inal ci!ficulty with the ICAA is the open- endedness of some of the 

regulations !or which cost estimates must be made. Consider the example 

mentioned above of new source performance standards for coal- fired utilities. 

After it was decided how much the new standards would cost a "typical" plant, 

it was also necessary to estimate how many new plants would be built. Yet 

this is no simple matter. First, this depends on the rate of growth (or 

decline) of demand ;or electricity, something which the utilities themselves 

have proved to be less than prescient in estimating. Not only are tastes 

and prices variant, estimat:..ng future demand is also di:f i~ult because the rate 

of adoption of energy conservation practices and alternative sources of energy 

is di!ficult to :oresee. 



Moreover, the number of new plants is not only dependent on exogenous 

factors like t~ose below. It may also de?end to some extent on the very 

regulations being analyzed . That is, if environmental controls on new plants 

are significantly more stringent than those on existing sources, new plants 

may cost so much more that there are fewer of them. Thus new source controls 

may affect both cost- per- plant and the number of plants. While important, 

this ef:ect is very difficult to estimate because we cannot observe :he piant 

construct~on activity that would take place in the absence of new source 

controls. 

For all these reasons, then, the IC.AA is flawed. It is understandable 

as a first order response to the new task of compliance cost estimation, and 

wi~l continue to be used for ~uick approximations of compliance costs. But 

its obvious and subtle limitations point toward the need for a more sophis

ticated method of estimating compliance . Ideally, such a method would not 

only ?rovide in:o!'!:lation about direct compliance costs -- that is, additional 

labor, capital, natural resources and energy -- but would also make possible 

the identi:ication of at least certain of the indirect costs, as well. :hese 

latter costs may include changes in the optimal use of factors both upstream 

and downstream from the point at which regulations have their initial i:npact . 

The two approaches we discuss next, in more techni~al detail than in the 

discussion so far, have the char acteristic that they can shed some li$ht on 

both the cirect and indirect costs of regulation. Each of these approaches 

employs well established modeling methodologies to examine the impact of 

federal regulation on product~on activities. The first approach relies 

exclusively on engineering data and the physical laws of energy and material 

transformation. The second approach is founded on the neoclassical- economic 



theory of the fi!:"!l: and employs this theory in conjunction with economic data 

and econometric techniques to analyze characteristics of production activities. 

Neither of these approaches has been extensively employee to examine compliance 

cost; however, in the following sections we show how ~~ese approaches can be 

developed into useful compliance cost tocls, potentially superior to those 

previously discussed. 

IY.:. Engineering Process M.odels 

IV . 2 .1 . Overview of the Model 

One strict!y engineering approach to modeling a production activity, and 

the impact upon that activity which a proposed environmental regulation can · 

•. to • d 1 15have, ~s t.1e engineering process mo e . As the name implies, this approach 

decomposes a specific production activity (.e.g., the production of iron and 

steel) into iden:i:iable engineering processes -- each process associated with 

a specific well-defined task. Normally , each task can be accomplished by a 

variety of process con:igurations which are differentiated on the basis of 

inputs and the engineering ef:iciency of the process. ~ne process modeler 

first determines the sequence of tasks to be performed as required by a particu

lar production activity and then assembles the alternative processes capable of 

accomplishing each task. Naturally, the output of one task becomes the input 

of a succeeding task; thus, internal consistency among the process alternatives 

must be maintained to insure that a fully specified configuration of process 

alternatives is capable 0£ accomplishing the overall production activi:y. 

The set of interrelatec process alternatives depicts the menu o: =:ue

?rin~s from which the complete production activity is assembled. We shall term 

th::'_s set of blue-pri!l.:s the ~echno7-o'f"'d for a speci.:ic ?reduction activity. ~~e 



define the set of all potential inputs to the technology by the vector x and 

al: ou~?u:s by :~e veccor y; we then define :he :echnology as the set of 

:easible input and output combinations. Formally, we define the technology 

set T as: 

T • {(x,y) I (x,y) is a feasible production choice} (1) 

Once the technology set is established the process modeler chooses an 

optimization ~ule which serves to identify that set of process alternatives, 

drawn from the technology set T, which optimizes a speci!ic objective function. 

For example, if the optimization rule was the minimization of total factor 

cost, subject to the constraint that a given level of outputs be produced, 

then the process alternatives chosen, combined with the scale of production, 

would date~ine the optimal demands for factors of production and the unit 

cost of producing the specified level of outputs. Formally, the opti.reization 

16problem appears 	as (2) . ~ 

!1inimize: p'x 	 (2) 
x 

S.T. 


(x,y) E T (x,y) 

? > 0 

where: 	 the vec:or of input prices 

speci:ied level of outputs 

• vector transposition 



0and: v > y requires a given level of out?ut to be produced 

(x,y ) ~ T(x,y) const~ains the opt~:nal se: of process a:terna

tives to be contained (elements of) within the 

established technology 

p > 0 requires input prices to be nonnegative 

r: :he process model depicted in ( 2) is to be used to analyze compliance 

cost, special care must be exercised in the construction of the process 

alternatives. Specifically, we are concerned with mass balance and to a lesser 

ciegree energy balance . Since the environmental regulation of an industry is 

generally concerned with the emission of industrial by-products , i.e., pollutants, 

(henceforth termed ~esiC.uai o-u~p-uts) all such products must be accounted for in 

the process model at each stage of production. Simply stated everything which 

enters the model as an input must be traced through its physical trans:ormations 

to a :inal output. The maintenance of mate~aZs baZance in the process model 

?ermits the influence of a regulation pertai~ing to one or more residuals to 

be traced through the entire sequence of production. 

The completed process model will be employed to mimic a firm or industry's 

=esponse :o a given federal regulation. ~aturally what we are concerned with 

is the marginal impact (incremental cost) of the regulation; thus, if an 

:.ndustry is already treating its waste water streams to recover valuable by

?roducts, for example, we will want to be sure that our process model incor

porates that fact in the pre-regulation base case. Therefore, in addition to 

the important prope=ties of process consistency and materials balance, the 

?recess modeler will also strive to construct a model which depicts actual pro

duction ?ractices, especially in the area of pollutant generation, abatement 

and treatment. 



Before ~roceeding further into the discussion o: the process model 

approach a :ew c~aracteristics of the process model methodology need tc be 

highlighted. 

•	 First, and foremost, the process model is frictionless, i.e., it 

does not permit less than instantaneous adjustment to relative factor 

?rice changes and environmental relation 

• 	 Second, the model is purely static and does not ?ermit technological 

change nor the impact of new technol ogy diffusion 

• 	 Third, the op timization rule pro,rides the mechanism for chaos ing 

process alternatives, it is not intended as an explanation of process 

choices actually made by firms. Moreover, the model always chooses 

the ideal configuration or processes in a world of perfect certainty; 

therefore, it does not allow for the adoption of sub-optimal process 

alter=i.atives as a special case 

• 	 Fourth, the ex ante - ex post distinction with regard to the analysis 

of a proposed regulation vis- a- vis an inplace regulation is not meaning

:ul in the process model context since the model has no time dimension. 

All compliance cost estimation is essentially ex ante. 

IV . 2.2. Process Models and Specific Classes of Environmental Regulations 

We shall not attempt in this section to discuss the analysis of specific 

environmental regulations using a ?rocess model; but rather, to examine the 

broad range of generic regulations amenable to analysis and to depict how the 

process model wou:d be configured for each class of regulations. Five classes 

of envi=onmental regulations are given below, each class is characterized by 

the variables of the ?rocess model which are impacted. 



• Regulations 	which alter relat~ve input prices 

• Regulations 	which limit ~nput quantities 

• Regulations 	which restrict residual emissions 

• Regu:a:ions 	which tax residual emissions 

• Regulations 	which restrict process choice 

The first class of regulations we shall discuss are those which affect 

the relative prices of :actor inputs. · Such regulations could take the form 

oi subsidies with respect to the purchase of treatment equipment or taxes 

placed upon the use of part~cular inputs such as :resh water. Regulations 

which affect •input prices are the simplest to model in a process framework 

and merely involve the substitution of the old input price vector with the 

~ew vector incorporating the affected prices. The optimization problem ( 3) 

depicts how the stylized process model of (2) is redesigned to analyze this 

:irst c:ass of regulations. 

~nimize: 	 p'x (3) 

ST 	 y ~ YO 


(x,y) E T(x,y) 


p > 0 


where: p • 	 the vector of input prices which now reflect the 

presence of an environmenta: regulation 

For the purpose of analysis the model (3) is solved once using the vector 

p prices (pre- regulation input prices) and once using the vector P prices (post

regulation prices). Given the two solutions, several aspects of the regulation's 



effect can be ascertained. First, the di::erence in the value of the objective 

function ?rovides an insight to the ~egulation's impact on t~e ;P"~~c~e cos~ of 

production to the firm or industry. We use the term private cost since the regu

lation has distorted the market for inputs and thus the fir:n's cost of production 

wi:l not necessarily bear directly on social cost. Second, we can examine :he 

optimal demands for factors of production in the pre-regulation and post-regulation 

states of the world. This is clearly an important aspect of the analysis since an 

environmental policy may affect a factor of production which is the target of an 

unrelated but important government policy. Certainly we would want to determine 

the impact of the regulation on the demands for labor and energy. 

In addition to the simple cost and factor demand analyses suggested above, 

the process model allows one to view the intricacies of the engineering adjust

ments made in response to a regulation. Given the base case solution of the 

model at p prices, we are able to deten:U.ne the specific set of processes 

adopted a_~d the scale at which each process is operated. When the model is run 

at ? prices the model adjusts its optimal configuration of processes and their 

scales. While not relevant to the present class of regulation ( i.e., those which 

affect input prices) some types of regulations can alter the overall engineering 

efficiency of the production activity. This engineering efficiency, which we 

shall ter.:i ~eahn~aaZ e;f~cr~enay, will often be disguised in the objective function 

due to simultaneous changes in process alternatives, but may be perceived from a 

d . . . ~ h . l . 17irect examination or t e optima processes cnosen. 

Finally, the process analysis model permits the investigation of 

~esidua: St.Ji~ahing in response to a specific regulation. Residual switching 

would occur if regulations on wa~erborne residual discharges were in place 

while airborne d~scharge regulation was absent. In the case of iron and steel 

http:deten:U.ne


?rociuction, waterborne resiciuals generated i~ the :inishing section coulc be 

piped back to quench coke and thus the residuals would ~e discharged through 

evaporation into the air mantel. Since all residuals are tracked through the 

pr oduction activity , residual switching can be directly perceived. 

Summarizing brie:ly we have identified four ex ante analyses of compliance 

cost which can be conducted with the use of process models. The first, termed 

?r"~va~e cos~ ~naZysis~ focuses on the incremental private compliance cost 

associated with a particular regulation. Such analysis, based on the change in 

per unit production cost, captures both direct and indirect effects and is 

properl y defined as incremental if the base cas~ analysis (model ( 2)) is con

. d . . . l. 18struc tec accor ing t o our guiae_ines. The second, :~c~or demand ana.~ysis, 

concerns the potential for altered factor intensities and thus individual factor 

rewards and productivities . The third, efficiency ana.Zysis, deals with overall 

productivity of t he production activity and the fourth, residuaZ a~.aZysis, 

concerns t he effect of a regulation designed to alter the emission of one 

res idual on t he emission of all residuals. 

The second class of regulations has the effect of limiting the inputs of 

certain factors of production. Again one could imagine limitations on the 

quantities of fresh water consumed or regulation banning the burning of high 

sulfur coal. In all cases this class of regulations ~erely imposes an 

additional set of c onstraints on the model. If x is a subset of the input
c 

vector x and x are those inputs constrained by. regulacion, the process model 
c 

appears as ( .:. ) . 



v"'nim"' ze · 	 p 'x ( u)--- x - . 

0S.T. 	 y > v 


(x,y) E: T(x,y) 


p > 0 


0 x < x 
c - c 

0where: x · = vector of constraining input levels. 
c 

7he same types of impact analyses discussed with regard to ( 3 ) can be per

formed on (4) . Those analyses are: 1) pri•1ate cost analysis, 2) factor demand 

analysis, 3 ) ef:iciency analysis, and u ) residuals analysis. 

The third class of regulations are those which directly restrict the 

discharge of residuals . This is clearly the most popular form of environmental 

~egulation and one which is readily handled within the process model framework. 

Partition the output set y into two subsets, y which are the desired market 
q 

oriented outputs and y which are the residual outputs. Bear in mind that 
r 

this partitioning is a function of market prices and particular outputs can 

move between the two subsets as these market prices change. Consider regula

tions on the residuals subset which place upper limits on their disposal. The 

process model incorporating this class of regulations is given in (5). 

Minimize: p'x 	 ( 5 ) 
x 

S.T. 

(x ,y) e: T(x,y ) 



p > 0 

where: = specified level of market outputs 

maximum level of residual discharges"' 

Co~paring the optil!lal value of the objective function from (5) with the 

val~e generated by the unconstrained technology (2) provides an estimate of the 

:ull private cost of the regulation y < yo The cost differential resulting
r - r 

fro~ the regulation is a composite of direct and indirect impacts on the pro

duction activity in question. The direct impacts are those closely associated 

with the reduction of discharges·; for example, the cost of treatment and 

abatement capital, and the l abor , energy and materials ~ecessary for its 

O?eration. :'he indirect impacts are less easy :o identify since they emanate 

irom efficiency gains or losses that have resulted from the reorganization of 

t~e process activities i n an at tempt to r educe discharges. While these 

indi=ect impacts may be hard :o identify i~dividually (such identifications 

require the type of efficiency analysis discussed above), they are accurately 

accounted for, along with the direct impacts, i n the value of the objective 

£unction. 

~he fourth class of regulations we shall consider are those which act 

as a tax or fee on the discharge of residual outputs. Let the vector t 

represent the schedule of per unit taxes or fees applied to the discharge of 

=esidual outputs Yr· In the absence of other environmental regulations the 

discharge-tax model appears as (6). 



Minimize: p'x .... ~'v ( 6 ) - , r 
(x,yr) 

0S.!. y > yqq 

(x,y) e: T(x,y) 

( y q)y • 
yr 

p > 0 

> 
t - 0< 

where: t • a vector of taxes on v if t > 0 or subsidies if. r 

t < o. 

Analysis of the above regulation is quite st=aightforvard. Following the 

analysis methodology discussed previously, one would examine.: private cost 

(objective function), :actor demands, process e:ficiencies, and residuals 

d . h 19isc arges. 

A modification to (6), which would reduce the private compliance cost of 

discharge-tax regulation and bring the model closer to reality, would be to 

permit the sale of usable by-products captured by the residual discharge 

treatment equipment. An example is the spent sulfuric acid used in the finish

ing sections of steel plants. !axing the discharge of the spent acid induces 

the firm to treat the finishing section waste streams and capture the acid. 

The recovered acid is then sold in the market at a positive price, thus 0£:

20
setting the cost of recovery. To incorporate the effects of by-product 

recovery induced by regulation one can modify the objective :unction of (6) 



or ( 5 ) by subtracting :he by-product sale revenue. The modi!ied obj ec:ive 

function is given in (7) . 

Mi:iimize: p'x • (t'v. r - p~yqr ) (7) 
(x v Y )

' · r'' qr 

W"here: 0 a. r • vector of market prices for recovered by-products 

= a vector of marketable recovered by- productsYqr 

The term t'y - p'v represents the net direct private cost of discharge- taxr . r· qr 

regulation. Evaluating the objective function (7) relative to a base case 

of no regulation such as ( 2 ) provides an estimate of the direct and indirect 

private cost of regulation. 

The !ast class o: regulations we will ciscuss are those which require the 

adoption of particular processes, e.g., scrubbers. This type of regulation 

nor.nally augments the technology set T by including processes which are tangential 

to :he production activity . Let us denote this augmented technology by T. We 

further define individual process within the set T by (x,y). With this added 

notation in hand we may proceed to the process model and define t he appropriate 

constraints . 

~.inimize: p 'x (8) 
x 


0

S.T. y > Y 

(x, y) ~ T(x,y) 

(x,y) e: ( x, y ) 

p > 0 



where: (x,y) is the process which must be adopted and the subscripts 

on y have been droppec s~nce we are ~o longer directly 

concerned with residuals. 

0The first constraint, y ~ y is the usual output requirement; the second, 

(x,y) ~ T(x,y) merely requires that the chosen set of process alternatives be 

elements of the augmented techno:ogy T; the third constraint requires that a 

particular process, e.g., scrubbers, be an element of the set of optimal process 

alternatives, (x,y) , and the fourth merely requires that input prices be non

negative. The analysis of this class of regulations proceeds through the steps 

as those outlined earlier, i.e., cost analysis, factor demand analysis, efficiency 

analysis, and residuals analysis. 

The six models discussed above (2)-(7) have all assumed that the firm or 

industry facing a particular environmental regulation will continue to produce 

a given ·vector of ~arketable outputs. In the case of iron and steel, used 

in illustrations above, this required level of output would include a menu 

of steel ingots, semi-=inished shapes, plate, strip and wire ?roducts . In 

reality, environmental regulations impact the output decisions we have arbi

trarily held constant. To capture the impact of regulation on these output 

decisions we cast the precess model in a ?refit maximizing mode. In such a 

mode the model chooses simultaneously both the levels of output and :actor 
?l 

demands. 	 In the absence of regulation the model woulc appear as (9) .- 

Maximize: p'y - p'x (9) 
(x,y) q 

S.T. 	 (x,y) £ T(x,y) 


p 'p > 0
. q 



where: pq z a vector of prices for the market OUt?UtS 

p'v = total revenue from the sale of yq· 

p'x = total factor cost 

The model depicted by the optimization problem (9) -:nakes a stronger 

assumption about the production activity it seeks to represent than does 

the earlier model (2) . In ( 2) cost minimization was chosen as the optimizing 

rule which served to select from the technology set those process alternatives 

which were least cost. Presumably (2) mimics the selection of process alterna

tives actually made by firms and industries . In (9) the optimizing rule is 

profit maxi~ization; and the model determines not only the least cost process 

alternatives but also the mix and quantities of outputs to produce . To link 

the results of (9) to actual f inn or industry decisions we must assume that 

the firm seeks to maximize profit . 

Given we are content with t~e profit maximizing assumption, (9) provides 

the basis for the same regulatory analysis as the preceding cost minimization 

models. In addition, (9) permits us to examine the impact of regulation on 

the firm's out?ut decisions and provides us with some insight as to :he regu

latory effect on profitability. The model given in (9) is thus richer in its 

analytic power than the previous cost minimization models. 

IV.3 . Neoclassical-Econometric Models of Production Activi:y 

:v. 3 .1. Overview of the Model 

The contemporary econometric model of production is similar to the process 

model in several respec:s, but is fundamentally different in i:s me:hodology. 

The econometric model is constructed as a tool of explanation, designed to 



ex"?~ain the behavior of economic agents con~rolling production activi:ies. 

Jnlike the process model, :he econometric model cannot be used as an aid to 

production management nor can it supply information concerning optimal process 

configurations. The reason behind these inabilities lies in the structure of 

the model, which infers characteristics of the underlying technology from 

observable economic phenomena (factor prices and demands) emanating from the 

decisions of economic agents. In contrast, the process model infers the 

decisions of the economic agents (process choices and factor demands) from 

the characteristics of the technology. 

Underlying the econometric model of production is the neoclassical theory 

of the firm. The f irtn is composed of a set of economic agents (decision makers) 

who purchase factors of production and organize those factors to .produce a set 

of intended, i.e., marketable, outputs. The firm is a dynamic enterprise, 

which exists through time and is assumed to optimize some inter:emporal objec

tive function, e.g., profit, sales, revenue, growth, etc. Optimization of the 

objective function subject to the constraints imposed by the technology deter::iines 

the optimal demands for factors of production and the optimal mix and scale of 

outputs to produce. The actual process alternatives adopted to produce the 

intended outputs are· ocse?'"'J~ie in the neoclassical-econometric model. 

Let us consider a version of the econometric model which might be compared 

to the ?recess model depicted by the optimization problem (2). We shall 

assume that the firm, whose production activity we are investigating, is 

minimizing total cost subject to an output constraint. Employing the notation 

of the previous section we would ~odel :he fi:::in's decision oaking prob:em as 

:he simple optimization problem displayed ~elow. 



llinimize: p'x (10)x 

0S. T. y > y 

(x , y ) t: T(x,y ) 

p > 0 

Given some miniI:lal regularity conditions on the set T, the necessary conditions 

22 . . l ff . . s l . h df or a cos t minimum are a so su icient. o ving t e necessary con itions in 

terms of the input vector x gives rise to a system of optimal factor demand 

:unc:ions of the : orm (11) . 

x* .. h(p,y) (11) 

These cemand : unctions express the optimal quantities of factors to be employed 

by the firm as a function of fac tor prices and t he level of output. 

A: t~is stage of development the neoclassical-econometric model appears 

qui:e simi:ar to the engineering process model. We have i dentif ied the 

optimal input demands x* by using knowledge of T(x,y) and an optimization 

rule (cost minimization) a procedure quite analvgous to the process model. 

However, if we reverse the problem and use knowledge of x* we can indirec t ly 

determine the properties of T(x,y ). 

To infer the technology from t he factor demands we introduce the notion 

of the cost function. At a cos t minimum, total cost is given by (12) . 

c "" p 'x* (12) 



r= we substitute the factor demand equations (.11) into (12 ) we obtain an 

expression =or minimum total cost as a function of input prices and output. 

:'he resulting minimum cos~ •.cunc~ion is given in (13). 

c • c(p,y) 	 (13) 

A s ignificant property of 	cost functions was discovered by Ronald 

23Shephard and published in 1953. The result followed from Shephard's investi 

gation of duality prcperties inherent in economic optimization problems and 

has since been t ermed Shephard's lemma. We merely provide Shephard's result 

. . d . . 24Yll.tnout erivation. Shephard ' s lemma s tates , given certain regularity con

ditions on T, the f irst derivatives of the cos t function with respect to input 

prices generate the op t imal factor demands as described by (14). 

ac(p ' v ) 
a x* .. h(p,y) 	 ( l L. )3p 

Thus , we can derive an expression for optimal factor demands by dif:erentiating 

t he cost function rather t han deriving and solving the fi~st order conditions 

of (10) . Since we no longer need to deal directly with (10 ) we do not require 

explicit information concerning T(x,y); indeed, charac teristics of T(x,y) 

can be approximated from c(p,y). 

we have under taken this rather formal presentation o: the cost :unction 

since it is the standard analytical tool in the contemporary neoclassical-

econometric model of production. It is hoped that our presentation has also 

highlighted the fundamental d~f:erence between the engineering process ~ociel 



and the econometric model; namely, the process model requires explicit knowledge 

of the engineeri~g character of production :o assemble the technology set ! (x,y), 

whereas, the econometric model only requires infor:nation on the observable 

economic variables x*, p, and y. 

So far, our discussion of the neoclassical-econometric model has made no 

reference to t he purely econometric issues associated with the model, and we 

intend no detailed discussion of these issues since such a discuss ion would 

:ake us beyond t he scope of this paper. However , we do need to highlight some 

characteristics cf the model which are derived from its econometric nature. 

First, the mociel is only as good as the data (observations on x*, p, and y ) 

used to estimate it. Second, ex ante analyses which push the model beyond its 

range of experience are less reliable than those analyses performed ~thin the 

range of experience. !he range of e:::perierzce is defined by the observed 

variation in x*, p, and y which was used to estimate the model originally. 

If a ?articul ar environmental Fegulation forces firms to use new and untried 

technologies, ex ant e econometric anal yses of the regulation will push beyond 

the model ' s r ange· of experience and will force the model to extrapolate its 

results t o these unexperienced regions. Finally, if we intend to draw from the 

model analyses of regulations which involve the interactions of factor demands 

x*, intended outputs y , and discharged residuals y , the data used to estimate 
q r 

the model must contain sufficient orthogonal variation in these variables. Tha t 

is, we must be able to observe variation in dis'charges which are moderately 

uncorrelated with variations in intended output and factor demand. 

These caveats expressed with regard to econometric models are no t unique 

to these models but hol d with equal f orce ~th respect to engineering process 

models. Clearly, the process model is only as good as the engineering data 



used to construct i: . ~oreover , :he 	?recess model has a tixed range of 

experience given by ~ts set of process alternative s and the model is incapable 

of extrapolating beyond its range of experience. 

:v .3 . 2. Econometric Models and the Analysis of Environmental Regulations 

During our discussion of process models we examined five broad classes 

of environmental regulations and showed how the process model could be employed 

t o analyze the impact of these regulations on firms or industr ies. We begin 

our examinat~on of t he econometric model by reconsidering four of these five 

classes of regulations. Specifically we shall consider: 

• Regulations which alter relative input prices 

• Regulations which l imit input quantities 

• Regul a tions which restrict residual emissions 

• Regulations which t ax residual emissions 

For 	each class of regulations we will illustrate how an ex ante analysis of the 

25 regulatory impac t would be conducted. 

We assume as given, the existence of a neoclassical-econometric model of 

the production activity in question. The model we will be working with has 

t he following f orm. 

Cos t Function: c = c(p,y) 	 (15) 

Input Demand Functions: x* = h(p,y) 	 (16) 



where: c • total minimum cost of production 

p = a vector of factor prices 

y = a vector of outputs 

x* • a vector of optimal factor demands 

In addition, we assume analytical forms have been assigned to the functions 

c (?,y) and h ( ~,y), and the parameters of these forms have been previously 

estimated. 

An examination of the first class of regulation$, those which effect the 

price of one or more inputs, i s easily carried out within the context of the 

econometric model. Assume t he ~egulations have altered the pre-regulation 

price vector p and denote the new post-regulation price vector p. The pre

regulation econometric model is represented by equations (15) and (16) . When 

the pre-regulation prices are inserted into the model we are able to calculate 

the total cost and factor demands in :he pre-regulation environment . we use 

these calculations as the bas e case in our ex ante analysis of the regulations. 

Inserting p into (15) and (16) provides estimates of the post-regulation total 

cost c and factor demands x*. The post- regulation equations are given below. 

c - c (p,y) (li) 

h(p,y) (18 )x 

The total direct and indirect impacts of the regulation are found through 

a comparison of c and c; while a comparison of x* and x* provides a measure of 

the factor demand. effect. Since this fdrm of regulation has only an effect 



on relative i~?ut prices, one would again not expect a loss in technical effi

ciency to occur. Finally, we are unable to analyze the patter~ of residual 

discharges in this regulatory environment since there are no economic or insti

26 . 1 ( 1 ) f i h t:. l . d. .tutio~a regu atory orces act ng on t e _irm to contra its iscnarges. 

The ex ante analysis of regulations which i n s ome sense limit input 

quantities is more interesting than those regulations which affect input prices 

since limitations on :actor inputs force the firm to be ~z:oc~~ive:y ~ne;;~cr~er.t. 27 

~..:locative inefficiency occurs when the first order conditions for a cost mini

mum are violated. For the sake of illustration let us assume t hat the production 

technology we are concerned with employs only two inputs x and x and provides1 2 

a single intended output y. In the pre- regulation envi ronment :he econometric 

cost function and factor demand functions appear as follows: 

. (19 ) c = 

(20)x* = 1 

( 21)x* •
2 

The cost minimizing equilibrium of the firm characterized by equations 

(19 ) - ( 21) is depicted graphically in ?anel A of Figure 1 . :he curve ss' 

is the isoquant corresponding to output level y for this production activity 

and the isocost line corresponds to a total cost of c. The tangency between 

the isoquant and t he i s ocost at point E determines the cost min imum and the 

optimal factor demands x! and x~. Now consider a proposed regulat ion which 
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limits the quantity of input x to a maximum of x1 . Given :his regulation the
1 

:irm i s : arced to move :rom point E to poi~t E (panel B) on the isoquant. The 

new total cos t a t E i s c and the difference be tween c and c is the cost of 

allocative i nefficiency brought about by the r egulation. 

The determination of c, x1 , and x from the econometric model ( 19 ) - ( 21)2 

is not as straightfo~ard as it appears fr om the diagram and involves the 

simultaneous solution of equations (19) - ( 21) . Briefly sketching the s olution , 

we first fix x at its constraint level x in equation (20) but allow its1 1 

price p1 to vary. We then solve for the new p
1 

and using p
1

, p
2

, and x, we 

solve for x
2

• The new higher total cost ~ is found by summing the expenditures 

on x
1 dan x 

2
, .1 .e., p1x

1 
' 28 
~ p

2
x

2
. 

The third class of regulations are those which limit the discharge of 

residuals. To perform an ex ante review of this type of r egulation we utilize 

the output vector partition in y (intended outputs ) and y (residual discharges ) . 
q r 

An econometric mode l of the form ( 15 ) , (16 ) incorporating the output partition 

(yq,yr) is estimated, and the general form of the model i s given in ( 22) and 

(23) below . 

(22) 


( 23) 


After the ?arameters of the model have been estimated the regulated level of 

residual discharges yr i s substituted in (22 ) and (23) along with t he speci

f ied level of intended outputs and the pri ce vector of inputs. !he model is 



then simulated to predict post- regulation c and :ac:or demands x*. The remainder 

of the ex ante ana l ysis proceeds as usual . 

The ex ante analysis of regulations which impose a tax on the discharge 

of ~esiduals must employ indirect econometric techniques. These indirect 

methods are employed since the ex ante, pre-regulation environment provides 

no economic or institutional forces which would motivate the firm to control 

residual discharges. Without such forces an economic model seeking to exp lain 

the pattern of dischar ges cannot be constructed. In such a wor ld t he best 

we can do is explain cost and factor demand from a model l ike (22), ( 23) which 

is conditioned upon a given level of residuals discharge and intended output 

production. 

'In order to measure the ex ante impact of a residuals dischar ge tax on 

a firm's production activity we analyze the shadow c~st to the firm of a 

reduc t ion in its discharges. Since, i n the pre-regulation world, the price 

of di scharges to the firm is zero, one would expect the cost minimizing firm 

:o discharge residuals up to the point where the discharges no longer had a 

beneficial impact (positive marginal product) on the production of intended 

outputs . I: the firm is forced to discharge less than this optimal amount, 

t he cost of producing the same level of intended output will be higher 

in the presence of discharge constraints. This additional cost can be termed 

the shadow cost of the discharge constraint. If a tax on discharges was 

levied equal to the shadow cost mentioned above, the firm would voluntarily 

limit its discharges to the point coL~cident with the af orementionec dis

c~arge constraint. 

Implementing this i ndirect econometric approach , using the previously 

discus s ed model (22), (23), merely ~equires differentiating the cost func



tion ( 22 ) with respect to the levels of discharge yr. ~he result~ng :unctions 

state how :he cost of ?reducing a given level of intended output changes as 

discharges change. One migh t expect these functions to be U-shaped, as 

displayed in Figure 2. The unconstrained, untaxed firm would fix its dis

charges optimally at y*. If we now institute a tax of t on per unit discharges,
r 

the firm will r educe its discharges to Yr· To actually compute yr from (22) 

we di:f erentiate ( 22) with respect to yr and set this derivative equal to t 

as given by (24) below. 

( 24 ) 


Solving ( 24) for yr in terms of the exogenous variables p, yq, and t provides 

estimates of yr. Inserting yr into (22) and (23) generates estimates of c and 

x* which are used in the ex ante analysis. 

Some concluding remarks are in order with respect to ex ante regulatory 

eva luation using the framework of the econometric model. First, the analyses 

f ocus on the private costs of production and the demand for productive factors. 

The analysis of production costs captures both the direct and indirect i mpacts 

of regulation and thus considers .both technical and allocative inefficiencies 

which may sprea d throughout the production process as the result of regulation. 

The analysis of factor demand also reflects the direct and indirect impact of 

regulation but i n this case the impact is real~zed through altered f actor 

proportions . Since the post-regulation ?roportions may run counter to other 

governmental policies (e. g., energy conservation), may inhibit productivity, 

or may lead to redistributions of income through altered factor shares , the 

factor dema.~d impacts can be quite important and not fully realized through 

an analysis of total cost alone. 
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!V . 3.3. Some Often Overlooked Regulatory Costs: Dynamic Impacts 

The process and econometric models we have discussed up to this point 

have been static, frictionless models which have no time dimension and 

instantaneously adjust from one equilibrium to another, in response to an 

exogenous stimulus in the form of an environmental regulation . In this static, 

smoothly adjusting world, the impacts of regulation are realized through the 

static ?rivate costs of production and static factor demands. In :he real 

world, production is a dynamic affair, factors are not adjusted costlessly 

and instantaneously but adjust with a lag and at a positive cost . Moreover, 

f~nns are intertemporal and must make decisions t oday which will affect their 

operation in subsequent years. Example s of such decis ions include research 

and development projects, and optimal capital maintenance and scrappage 

29schedules. Given t hat f irms and their production activities are dynamic, 

some thought must be given to the dynamic impact of regulation . 

Let us first consider the short-run versus the long-run regulatory i!!lpact. 

We define the short-run as a time dimension in which a subset of factor inputs 

are variable and the remaining inputs are quasi-fixed (i.e., not variable in 

the short- run); in the long- run all fac tors are variable. Quasi-fixed variables 

are usually composed of capital stocks but may also include such things as 

fixed labor contracts. Since some variables are incapable of adjustment in 

the short- run, the firm is not able to move directly to a least cost equilibrium 

in response to an imposed regulation. This limited adjustment ability will 

lead to a greater short-run regulatory impact on total cost than on long-run 

costs. Consequently, static process and econometric models will tend to under

estimate the short- run impacts since they are essentially long-run models. 30 



I 

Fortunately, short- and long-run econometric models do exist and can be 

easily adapted to the problem cf regulation analysis, unfortunately no such 

process models exist. A simple but power ful dynamic econometric mode~ is the 

• ., • ' 1 ''t.. • 31
;:ia:r~;.a... sta~i.c equi. ... -Z..i.l?..z..um :node1. The model permits a subset of the factor 

i nputs to costlessly adjust to an equilibrium conditioned on a set of quasi

:ixed inputs which do not adjust. In this context the· firm's cost minimization 

leads to a res~T"icted cost function of t he f oll°"7ing f orm. 

(2 5) 

where: c .. minimum variable cost 

• a vector of variable factor prices pv 

y a vector of outputs"' 

x .. a vector of quasi-fixed factors 

!~ essence ( 25) i s a short-run cost function associated with a set of short-

nm variable factor demand functions given in ( 26 ). 

x* a h (p ,y, x) (26) 
v v 

where: x* • a vector of optimal variable factor demands 
v 

!he short-run model represented by equations (25 ) and (26 ) can be used to 

examine the short-run impacts of all four classes of regulation discussed in 

the previous sec tion. 



To fi~d the long- run cost function corresponding to (25) we make use of 

:he en-Je:ope ~heorem in economic theory. For any given level of output and 

variable input prices there is a unique level of x that will minimi ze all 

costs. If x is set at this equilibrium level, denoted x* , then the fi:-m is 

in full l ong-run equilibrium wi th respect to all factors of produc tion and 

the corresponding long-run cost function i s given by (27 ) . 

(27) 


where: c = mi nimum total cos t 

Px = a price vector for t he quasi-fixed i nputs 

If we allow all input prices (both variab le and quasi-f ixed) and output to 

vary we can generate a set of shor t - run cost functions. The envelcpe of al: 

these shor t-run f unctions , whi ch traces the locus of minimum long-run t otal 

cost, is the l ong- run cost function depicted by equation (27) . The long- run 

cost f unction (27) is associated wi t h a set of long-run factor demand functions 

for both variable and quasi-fixed inputs , enabling 	a compa~ion ~ong-run 

examination of r egulatory impacts. 

In the partial static equilibrium model the short- and long-run equilibriums 

are two distinct s tates of the dynamic production activity; and the :ransition 

be tween t hese :wo states is neither explained nor observed. There exists a 

second class of dynamic models which explicitly considers t he adjustment from 

a short- ::-un partial equilibrium to a. long-run full 	equilibrium. 'P.lis model 

. l d. 32explains the process of adjustment on the basis of 	 interna a JUSt~ent costs . 



Paralleling the partial static equilibrium model, the internal cost of 

adjusonent model also dichotomizes inputs into variable and quasi- fixed 

categories. The variable factors can be adjusted at zero cost to the firm 

while the quasi- fixed f actors can only be adjusted at positive cost. The 

:aster the rate of adjus tment, the greater t he cos t . 

The internal cost of adjustment model depicts not only short- and long

run equilibriums but also the dynamic path of quasi-fixed factor ad j ustment 

and an expression fo r t he adjus tmen t costs t hemselves. I n general, adjus tment 

costs are found to be a function of the changes in quasi-fixed factor stocks, 

the levels o: out put, the level of quasi-fixed factor stocks and the prices 

of variable inputs as depicted by equat ion (29). 

( 29 ) 

where: c a the cost of a given change i n the levels of quasi

fixed factors per unit of time 

j,5{ • the change in quasi- fixed factor stocks per unit 

of time 

as previously defined 

If a dynamic internal cost of adjustment i ndustry model was estit:iated, 

impacts on adjustmen t costs of regulations which af:ect levels of quasi-fixed 

stocks could be determined. I: is important to point out tha: these adjust

ment costs are incurred in addition to . the static direct and indirect costs 

discussed previously. The lo~er the speed of optimal quasi- fixed stock 



adjustment the g=eater wi:l be internal aci~ust~ent cost of a change in quasi-

f~xed stocks mandated by regulation . Industries with typieally low speeds 

of adjustment include: textile mill products, lumber products, stone clay 

and glass products, electrical machinery, nonelectrical machinery, petroleum 

refining and primary metals. 

Probably the most important dynamic impact a regulation can have would 

be t o a:fect technologi cal advance and innovation diffusion. Si~ce :irms 

must :nake research and development decisions in a world of imperfect fore

sight and uncertainty, it is not clear whe ther such an impact would result 

in a private (or social) loss or gain. It i s qui te conceivable that a 

particular regulation could serve to speed-up the adoption of a highly ef:i

cient innovation or could just as conceivably forestall such adoptions. 

Unfortunately, the neoclassical-econometric model can provide little useful 

i nformation in this r egard since it does no t presently incorporate a well

cieveloped theory of technological advance or innovation di!fusion. 

V. Practical Problems with Ex Ante Compliance Cost Estimation 

In the preceding sections we have di scussed three approaches to the 

problem of e..x ante compliance cost est~ation; these are: I ) the i~put cost 

accounting approach, 2) the engineering process model, and 3) the neoclassical 

econometric model. The practical problems associated wi th the input cost 

accounting appr oach have already been discussed in some detail and we shall 

not e l aborate further on them. Our intention in this section is to exal:line 

the problems associated with t he process and econometric model approaches to 

compliance cost and co suggest some avenues of future research. 



There can be no doubt that the engineering process model is an extremely 

useful too~ for the ex ante analysis of environmental regulation. !he model's 

abili:y to identify and accurately account for indirect costs and the phenomena 

of residual switching serve to distinguish it from the more crude input cost 

accounting methods. However, t he model does have some inherent weaknesses and 

problems of implementation. 

The major weakness of the ?recess model is its lack of a time dimension . 

This timeless character of the model imp l ies that all production activities 

occur instantaneously and that a ltera tions in t hese activities ( i . e . , process 

changes resulting from regulation for example) also occur immediately and 

costlessly. Moreover, the model is poorly equipped to deal with technological 

change and the diffusion of innovation; thus, it is largely unsuitable for 

analyses of regulatory impacts on t he process of i nnovation. 

The major implementation problem associated wi th the process model is 

cost. At the present time only a handful of process models exist which are 

capable of undertaking the types of compliance cost estimati on suggested in 

section IV. The small number of such models is a direc t result of the enormous 

effort which must be undertaken to construct a credible model. Upon completion 

of the model there still exists the cost associated with model maintenance 

which would include periodic updates of the technology ma trix to incorporate 

new processes and changes i n t he structure of t he industry the model is 

designed to depict. Finally , the high degree of specificity in a credible 

model implies that the model construction, maintenance and r esults are not 

easily generalizable to other production activities; and thus, numerous, 



sel:- contained models ~ust be constructed :~ encompass the industria: sec:o~ 

of a modern economy. 

The practical ?roblems of process models are :air ly well understood since 

we have experience (albeit, minimal experience) i n the construction and use 

of such models for the analysis of environmental regulation. On the other 

hand, t he neoclassical econometric approach to compliance cost estimation is 

still in its :orm.a tive stages, and thus we have l ittle practical ex;ierience 

with the methodology . Two s tudies do exist which emp loy the formal neoclas

sical model i n the analys is of environmental r egulation . The first, Kopp [1980], 

studied the relationship between levels of res iduals discharges and measures 

of t echnical effic iency in the U.S. electric power industry; the second, 

Pittman [1981) , examined the impact of envi~onmental regulation on the cost 

structure of paper mills. Unfor t unately, the limited nature of these studies 

provides only a partial unders tanding of the problems to be faced if the 

econome tric mode l approach is to be emp loyed on a large scale to estimate 

ex ante compliance cost. 

One practical limitation of the econometric modeling approach is clear 

it is data-intensive . The quanti ty of data required will depend upon the 

level of technological disaggregation (i.e. , 4, 3, or 2-digit SIC designations 

and plant , firm or indus try organization) dictated by the analysis. But 

regardles s of the aggregation, the model will require the ?rices and quantities 

of all inputs consumed and marke table outputs produced plus estimates of 

res i dual discharges. Collect ing the input and output da ta ~ill be a costly 

task in itself; however, such data does exis t and has been routinely collected 

and used by econome~=icians to study production activities for some time. The 

task of collecting the residual discharge estimates poses a more uncertain 



cost . For some sectors of the economy the task wi:l be qui:e stra~ght:orvard 

since residual discharge estimates are readi ly available; the obvious example 

is C. S. steam electric generation where residual d~scharge estimates have 

been collected for several year s. For other indus t rial sectors EPA estimat es 

may have to be employed . 

The potential advantages of the econometr i c approach make it a r ea sonabl e 

alternative t o :he process model for ex ante compliance cost estimation. 

Aside from t he ini t i al data collection effort, the cost of econometric model 

const=uction, estimation and maintenance is ~iniscule when compa red to that of 

the process model . M.oreover, the econometric model can be given a time dimen

sion permitting one to examine the adj ustment cost associated wi th a regula

tion in a dynamic setting. Finally, properly designed econometri c mode l s of 

industrial ac tivity mesh well wi th other economic models used for policy 

analysis, such as large scale macro-econometric models. 

The major practical problem associated with the econometric approach i s 

its reliability. Past experience with process models has shown that they 

provide reasonab ly good approximations to actual engineering activities and 

can be expected to perform adeq~ately in the complex analysis of compliance 

cost. Econometric models, on ·the other hand, do rather well in depicting 

factor demand but can they reliably forecast compliance cost? The results 

oi econometric models are sensitive to · technological and input aggregation 

and to model misspecification, bu t even under ideal aggregation conditions 

and ?r oper specification it is unclear whether the complexi:y of :irms' 

ad j ustments to regulation can be adequately captured and predict ed by a model 

which is intended only as a summary of major causal forces. Unfortunately, 



we have :ittle practical experience with economet=ic models i~corporating 

discnarge data upon which to base a judgement concerning the usefulness of 

the underlying econometric methodology. 

Some Topics :or Research 

I n t he body of this paper we have asserted that the ex ante analysis of 

comp liance cost can be improved if process models and / or econometric models 

are used instead of, or in conjunction with, t he input cost accounting 

approach . Given our claim, a ·logicai research strategy would be to establish 

an empirical test of t he assertion. Such a t est would simultaneously provide 

insight regarding the credibility of our proposals and would also generate 

e..xperience i n using process and econometric models which may uncover previously 

unknown practical problems or advantages. 

Cons idering first the process model approach , i t seems reasonable to 

c ircumvent the construction stage and use one of the currently availab le o::

the-shelf models as a guinea pig. The r e search plan would involve choosing a 

particular regulation or a set of regulacions to be analyzed. The process 

model would then be configured in a pre-regulation base case environment and 

solved . Next the model would be re-configured in the post-regulation environ

ment and resolved . The types of compliance cost analyses discussed in section 

IV would then be executed . As a test of the model's validity one could choose 

a regulation already in place where the ex post cost data on hand is assumed 

to be of high quality. Using the process model we woulc then perform an 

ex ante analysis and determine how well t he ex ante estimates compared to the 

actual ex post cost . 



A :est of the econometric approach is considerably more co~p:~cated than 

the process model. Since high quality econometri c models of the ki~d requirec 

for ex ante estimation do not curre~tly exist, a test methodology similar to 

the process model would first require the construction of a suitable econometric 

model. The cost of this initial construction, including data collection, can 

be expected to be quite high. Moreover, even if such a model were constructed 

and tes ted , we would not be able to determine the differential i mpact on the 

quality of the results emanating from poor model construction or from an 

underlying inadequate methodology. As we stated above, i t is the econometric 

methodology which is really at issue and which we seek to test , not a specif ic 

model. Thus before any wholesale testing of econometric models begins a 

plan to evaluate the econometric methodology must first be devised. 

I 

• 
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available the data on use of tax-exempt po:lution control bonds, which 

facilitated our analysis . Kopp acknowledges t he support of the Andrew W. 

~ellon Foundation in conjunc:ion with this work. 

1. :or a review and discussion of the macroeconomic effects of environ

mental regulation, see Peskin, Portney, and Kneese [1981 ] . 

2. See DeMut~ (1980) :or the most comprehensive discussion of the pros 

and cons of the regulatory budget. 

3 . For a fuller discussion of these is sues see Peskin, Portney, and 

K.neese [1981]. 

4. See Portney (1981] . 

5. Ibid. 

6. This section draws largely on material presented in Portney (1981 ] . 

7. See Andersen (1979]. 

8 . Ibid., p. 26. 

9. For a discussion of the allocative inefficiencies that result from 

:ax-exempt financing of pollution control, see Peterson and Galper (1975 } . 

10. For an analysis of such ~echanisms, see Sonstelie [1981 ]. 



11. For instance, see the Securities and Exchange Commission 

Administrative Proceedi~g File ~o. 3-5936 . See also Salpukas [1979]. 

See Sonstelie (1981). 

13 . For a discussion of other possible uses of these kinds of 

approaches, see Vaughan [1978] . 

14. See Portney [1981). 

15 . An excellent description of the process model approach and its 

applicability to environmental regulation can be found in Russell and Vaughan 

[1976]. 

16. we have taken some liberty with the notation used to describe the 

process model in order to utilize one set of notation consistently throughout 

the paper. 

17. Technical efficiency is a concept attributed to Farrell [1957). 

Its only known application to the environmental regulation is found in Kopp 

[1980). A full description of Farrell's early contribution and several 

generalizations to it are :ound in Kopp· (1981]. 

18. A methodology for analyzing both direct and indirect illlpacts of 

environmental regulation using an econometric model is found in Kopp and 

SI:lith [1981). 

19. In this case we would subtract from the value of the model (6) 

objective function the value of the tax t ' yr' in order to perceive how the 

actual costs of ?reduction net of the tax wer.e altered by the ioposition of 

the tax. Naturally, if we were concerned with total private compliance cost 

including the tax t'y would remain in the calculated value of the objective
r 

function. 



20. If in :he pre-regulation environment i: was profitable to recover 

marketable oy-products we would want to ~ake sure :hat the base case objective 

function of model (2) included p;yqr · 

21. We should point out that i= the process model is characterized by 

constant returns to scale and further that it can utilize any quantity of 

inputs at a fixed price without limit, it will t end to expand production 

infinitely. I~ actual applications one would nor:nall y r estrict the quanti:y 

of capital the model can employ. 

22. These couditions are found in Diewert [1974 ] . 


23. See Shephard (1953]. 


2L. A formal and most useful proof is contained in Diewert (1974 ] . 


25. Unfortunately, the econometric model i s incapable of examining 

the regulatory impact of a required process adoption, s ince i t does not 

identi:y individual processes. 

26. Since in the pre-regulation and post-r egulation environments there 

are no costs to a firtn for its pollution, the firm fa.ces no constraints on 

its polluting behavior. Without such constraints the economic model of pro

duction is incapable of determining how the· residual discharges will change with 

a given change in the price of factor inputs. 

27. Discussions of allocative efficiency can be found in Farrell [1957] 

and Kopp [1981] . 

28. A full solution to this problem can be found in Kopp and Diewert [1981] . 

29. See Kopp and Smith [1980] for a theoretical discussion of these 

issues. 

30. Of course, if the econometric model was estimated with short-run data 

then they will tend to overestimate the long-run effects. 



31 . The model is fully desc~ibed ~n Brown and Christensen [1981 ] . 

32 . See Berndt , Fuss, and Waverman [19ii ) for a more cietailed discussion. 
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